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Advanced Process Control –  
More efficiency in process control 
and system operation

APROL  Advanced Process Control

Automating complex production processes effi-
ciently and safely is now even easier with the 
B&R APROL process control system. Advanced 
Process Control (APC) makes it possible to control 
systems even more precisely and make even bet-
ter use of processing resources.

The seamless implementation in APROL means 
that it is possible to execute an APC solution with-
out spending much time or money. Thanks to the 
high level of flexibility of APROL APC, the system 
can be implemented for individual machines just 
as it is for plant automation.

To survive in global competition, production pro-
cesses in all branches of industry must be contin-

ually optimized. Optimized process control and 
system efficiency requires innovative strategies 
that go beyond conventional PID controllers. To-
gether, these control systems processes are re-
ferred to as Advanced Process Control. APC opti-
mizes process control, which in turn increases 
performance, efficiency and overall product quality. 
At the same time, costs for energy and other raw 
materials are reduced.

The standard APROL Process Automation Library 
(PAL) includes numerous control modules for sophis-
ticated control system functions that make it very 
easy to implement APC methods efficiently. The pos-
sible applications of this range from small laboratory 
facilities right up to large-scale production plants.

Creating a clear overview of complex 
control strategies is easy thanks to 
predefined graphic macros.
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Improved performance of closed-loop control
APROL APC makes it possible to easily model even 
complex relationships between process parame-

This goes hand in hand with increased cost effectiveness due to several factors

< Increased performance while maintaining product quality
< Increased output
< Reduced energy consumption and use of raw materials
< Increased service life of the system  
< Quicker operating point changes and lower production downtime as a result
< Significant reduction of manual intervention (increased automatic operation) 
< Reduced maintenance costs
< Better process transparency due to modeling and prediction capabilities

ters so that they can be used for stable, automatic 
and flexible system operation. This has many ad-
vantages, including:

Highlights 

<  Faults are corrected faster, and the setpoint can be reached again more quickly
< The setpoint can be moved closer to the operating limits
< Faster compensation of setpoint changes
< Actuators are subject to less wear since the manipulated variable has a lower variability
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Setpoint with APC control Setpoint with PI control

Controlled value with PI control



control. The following sophisticated control sys-
tem functions are available in the standard APROL 
APC library:

MPC for SISO system at no charge
APROL features numerous innovations and en-
hancements and comes with the MPC 1x1x1 model 
predictive controller (1 process variable, 1 manipu-
lated variable and 1 disturbance variable) as an 

alternative to the conventional PID controller. This 
increases flexibility when using APC methods in a 
project. Integrating the MPC controller has also im-
proved user friendliness across the board.

APC methods
PID optimization and extensions as well as mod-
el-based predictive multivariable controllers (MPC) 
are the classical methods for advanced process 

Highlights

< PID/PI²D controller
< PID tuning
< PID extensions
< SISO and MIMO control (model predictive control)
< Control performance monitoring

Business
Systems

Production
Management

Real-Time Optimization

Advanced Regulatory Controls
(cascade, ratio, feedforward, etc.)

Base Regulatory Controls
(control valves, controller tuning, instruments, etc.)

Monitoring
and Analysis

Advanced Process
Control (MPC, etc.)

50 – 60  %

40 – 50  %
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Scope and fields of application
In the process industry, control concepts have 
been largely based on PID controllers, as these are 
simple to implement and easy to control. However, 
a more complex system quickly reveals that these 

solutions have their limits. In such cases, APC is 
the solution since complex relationships between 
process parameters can be mathematically mod-
eled to ensure stable, automatic, flexible and trans-
parent system operation.

APC is neither expensive nor complicated
Many users shy away from using APC, even in new 
projects, since it is often considered expensive, 
complicated, time-consuming and non-transpar-
ent. In reality, however, modules for high-level 
control in APROL can easily cover a majority of the 
challenging control tasks found in the process in-
dustry using onboard methods. As a result, solu-
tions can be implemented quickly, efficiently, trans-
parently and with no extra costs.

APROL
Standard library

Process
Automation
Library (PAL)

MPC 10x10x10 CPM

AutoTune

Look Up

Smith 
predictor

PID/PI²D

A comparison of model predictive control with a PID controller clearly highlights the performance and stability advantages of MPC.
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APC in the standard library
The following technical control functions go be-
yond the scope of an ordinary PID controller and 
are included by default in the Advanced Process 
Control group.

 < Control functions  < Typical applications

PID/PI2D Temperature control Drum level control

Autotune Closed-loop control tuning Open-loop control tuning

Split range control Bidirectional (heating/cooling) Pressure control of steam collection tracks

PID gain scheduling Neutralization systems Level control for spherical tanks

Override control Pressure control with respect to 
volumetric flow rate Reactor feed (T, p)

Disturbance variable feed-forward Combustion control system Slave control, trajectory planning

Cascade control Current/Voltage control Position/Speed control

Ratio control Mixing processes Fuel/Air composition

Processes with high dead time (Smith predictor) Concentration control Fill level control

Model predictive control Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) 
closed loop control Non-phase-minimal processes

Control performance monitoring (CPM) Analysis of problematic control loops Improved efficiency

Simulation of process models Smith predictor Dynamic disturbance variable feed-forward

Filters Anti-aliasing filter Damping of resonant frequencies

“Lookup table” for coordinate interpolation Setpoint generation for heating systems Description of recipes



For many users, sophisticated control functions 
only become worthwhile when they are available 
directly within the process control system. Costly 
additional hardware and APC software packages as 
well as higher coupling expenditure used to be re-
quired to improve the performance of a plant.

The low costs of a system-integrated solution with 
B&R hardware make it suitable for use in smaller 

and medium-sized plants as well, even when there 
is less financial room for maneuver for using APC 
due to the necessary payback period.

APC is fully integrated, and the look and feel of the 
blocks is just as they are in the standard library. 
There are no additional costs. By using redundant 
controllers, APC functions can also be configured 
for an extremely high degree of availability.

Integrated APC runs
completely on the controller

APROL  Advanced Process Control
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Numerous analyses of control loops have been 
carried out in various industries, with most paint-
ing the same picture: Only a third of the control 
loops ran with very good or good performance; the 
remaining two-thirds were either poorly adjusted 
or required manual operation either periodically or 
constantly. In practice, PID parameters are gener-

ally determined by heuristic adjustment rules. If 
data from other systems is available, the user will 
also frequently rely on these parameter sets. With 
computer-aided controller optimization, the pro-
cess is either initiated using a manipulated vari-
able step-change (open control loop) or a setpoint 
step-change (closed control loop).

10

Tuning PID control loops

36%

10%
22%

16%

16%

Only a third of all plant 
loops exhibit good 
performance.

Two-thirds of all plant loops 
have room for improvement or 
have problems that must 
urgently be addressed!
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Tuning control loops often only receives the attention it de-
serves during commissioning. Nevertheless, monitoring the 
state over the entire life cycle of a system is essential. 
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APROL APC – Ready to use

Based on the APROL process control system, B&R 
now offers APROL APC, a ready-to-use solution for 
the Automation PC 910.

As an engineering platform, APROL ensures maxi-
mum flexibility with the least amount of cost and 
effort. Implementing advanced process control has 
been simplified considerably with this solution.

Because it uses APROL as its platform, APROL APC 
is suitable for applications from small laboratory fa-
cilities to large-scale production plants. An enor-
mous amount of investment protection is the result. 
Thanks to its flexible scalability, the system can grow 
to meet new challenges. Whether a couple dozen 
measurement points or several thousand, APROL 
always has the perfect system for any application.

12

Office PC Office PCs

Automation PC 910

Controller

Access via VNC client
or web based-report

SQL server

The standard APROL APC package consists of an Automation PC 910 and X20 controller. The system can be further upgraded as needed.

Automation PC 910: Robust solution
for control cabinet installations

APROL  Advanced Process Control



System topology
APROL APC is delivered on an Automation PC 910 
with all of the necessary software already installed. 
In addition to the engineering software and opera-
tor software, this industrial PC also comprises a 
high-performance database with an SQL interface 
running on the extremely stable SUSE Linux Enter-
prise Server operating system. This system can be 
installed in a control cabinet without a monitor. 
Access is provided using a web browser or VNC cli-
ent from the operator’s workstation. A controller is 
required to process the APC blocks. Additional con-
trollers can easily be added as needed. 

Connectivity guaranteed
POWERLINK provides the communication pathway 
between the controller and the I/O modules. Other 

fieldbuses for third-party process control systems 
such as Modbus TCP, Profibus DP, PROFINET or OPC 
can also be integrated if required without any 
problems. Using Automation Studio, programmed 
controllers can be easily connected using INA/
ANSL communication.  

Minimal engineering
All input and output signals are captured using com-
pact X20 I/O modules from B&R’s extensive range. 
Special-purpose modules such as M-bus, electrical 
metering modules, vibration measuring modules and 
modules with HART support are also available. APROL 
offers users maximum flexibility with minimum en-
gineering expenditure. As the system can be scaled 
to suit your precise needs, you benefit from the 
highest possible investment protection.
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Standalone solution for advanced process control (APC) in all industries

Existing system Existing system Standalone APROL APC

Modbus TCP / PROFINET

Controller

Ready to use

PO
W

ER
LI

NK

Profibus DP / Modbus RTU

B&R INA / ANSL

Coupling via OPC serverCoupling via fieldbus

APC APCAPC

OPC server



Flexible integration into existing automation solutions
You can decide whether you want to install Ad-
vanced Process Control independently of the ex-
isting SCADA systems, process control systems 

<  Machine automation
The best possible optimization of control is at the 
machine level using APROL APC. If APROL APC is not 
used for series-produced machines due to cost 
reasons, the project can still be created with Auto-
mation Studio since it also contains the APC blocks.

<  Plant automation
Plant automation refers primarily to medium-sized 
plants with multiple controllers. Since a lot of value 
is placed on complete uniformity in such practices, 
integrating APROL is the optimum solution.

<  Process automation
If you already have an APROL process control sys-
tem, it is possible to integrate it into the process 
control system. Existing third-party process con-
trol systems can easily be connected via interfac-
es. Detailed analysis and optimization can take 
place directly in the installed APROL APC stand-
alone solution.

or SPS solutions. APROL APC is designed to be a 
stand alone solution as well as a fully integrated 
solution. It can be integrated into existing APROL 
process control systems at any time.

APROL APC –
An optimal solution for all industries

Process
Automation

Plant
Automation

Machine
Automation
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Control modules for APROL APC

In addition to an advanced PID/PI²D controller, the 
comprehensive Process Automation Library (PAL) 
offers a wide range of powerful control modules.

Control modules for APROL APC
1. PID/PI²D controller

Controller structure
The controller structure is based on the ISA stan-
dard. The many different configuration options 
mean that there are many different controller char-
acteristics. A significant advantage of this struc-
ture is that the reference variable behavior can be 
configured independently of the disturbance vari-
able behavior. This means the following controller 
structures can be implemented, for example:

Highlights

<  PID 
Classic PID controller in standard form

<  I-PD 
The I component affects control 
errors; the P and D components affect 
the controlled variable.

<  PI-D 
The P and I components affect 
control errors; the D component affects 
the controlled variable.

<  Controller with two degrees 
of freedom



Controller operating modes
The following operating modes are built directly 
into the logic of the function block. Switching be-
tween them is bumpless.

Control methods / Controller operating modes
The PI/I²D function block covers the following 
functions:

The faceplate of the PID/PI²D controller 
shows all relevant values and supports user 
interaction.
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< Off
< Manual
< Open
< Closed
< Hold
< Track
< Autotune
< Automatic

<  Seamless transfer between 
operating modes

< Cascade control (tracking)
< Windup protection in the cascade
< Override control
<  Manipulated variable as a deciding factor
< Gain scheduling
< Autotuning

Important properties of the PID/PI²D controller 
 
Among other things, the controller function block 
contains the following important functions: 

<  Option of standardizing manipulated variable output 
and reference variable input

<  Deadband function (also asymmetrical: 
support for separate configuration options for 
positive and negative deviation)

<  Possible to configure controller as PID or PI²D. 
The windup limits, reset time, initial parameter 
value and option for seamless changeover between 
operating modes depend on the component that 
is active (I or I²).

<  P, D, and I or I² component can be switched on 
or off separately. 

< Possible to track manipulated variable
< Initialization value of the integrator
<  “Anti-windup” (windup limit I component corresponds to 

the limit I² element); also possible to give the integrator 
a maximum limit “holdmax” and minimum limit “holdmin”

<  A corresponding output is set as soon as the 
manipulated variable output reaches an upper or lower 
absolute limit. These outputs can then be used to 
set the directional limit of the integrator.



Control modules for APROL APC
2. Autotuning PID control loops

The PID tuner is used to identify the process model 
automatically. The acquired data is used to deter-
mine the control parameters in accordance with 
the optimum criteria method.

AUTOTUNE mode
The APROL PID controller has a separate AUTOTUNE 
operating mode, which enables the tuning func-
tion block to have direct process access to the PID 
without additional wiring. Using the function block, 
the PID control parameters for controlled systems 
can be easily determined to a sufficiently precise 
level without needing special technical knowledge.

Step response
With step response (autotuning), the step response 
of the controlled system is recorded in the open 
control loop in order to calculate the control param-
eters. The starting point is the starting value of the 
manipulated variable, which should hold the con-
trolled variable more or less to the operating point. 
The manipulated variable allowed during tuning can 
be specified by setting parameters; in addition, the 
maximum self-optimization time is defined.

Oscillation tuning
Fatigue testing is an identification procedure in the 
closed control loop. In this procedure, the system 
is controlled so that the process variable oscillates 
periodically around the predefined setpoint. The 
period duration and amplitude ratio of the manipu-
lated variable and the controlled variable are used 
to determine the PID control parameters in accor-
dance with Ziegler/Nichols (heuristic process).
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PID tuner
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The tuning block changes the manipulated variable when oscil-
lating in the closed control loop until a periodic oscillation 
takes place.



Control modules for APROL APC
3. Split range control

With split range control, several actuators monitor 
a controlled variable. The control input is therefore 
fed to two different adjustment devices.

This means it is possible to control both heating 
and cooling with just one controller, for example.

In addition to the various physical effects, the ad-
justment devices can also exhibit different tech-
niques.

In principle, the split range function consists of 
two characteristic curves for both actuators. Dif-
ferent gain factors of the final control elements 
can be balanced out so that the resulting behavior 
(configuration) for the controller is uniform.

PID control with parameter control that depends 
on the operating point (gain scheduling)

In many technical processes, it is necessary to 
adapt to fluctuating parameters, as these demon-
strate non-linear behavior due to certain physical, 
chemical or thermodynamic effects. 

It is necessary to adapt to process non-linearities 
Non-linearity results in different gain factors or 
process time constants being effective at various 
operating points. Various control parameters are 
deemed to be optimal in this regard.

18
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PIC

PT

Gas to flare

Gas to compressors

50 – 100% output 
moves valve B 
from 0 – 100%

0 – 50% output 
moves valve A
from 0 – 100%

+ -
Controller SplitRange Process

Controlled variableSetpoint Control error Manipulated variable Signal 1

Signal 2



If a signal on the reference input is between two 
configured reference points, then the PID parame-
ters for gain, integration time and derivative time 
will be interpolated linearly based on the config-
ured reference values. A typical use for gain sched-
uling is controlling the pH value. The gain factor of 
the PID controller uses the pH value to steadily ad-
just piecemeal to the acid-base titration curve.

K, Ti, Td adjusted to the operating point
PID parameter sets that are dependent on working 
points can be used to control systems with non-lin-
earity. This makes it possible to feed forward the 
proportional, integral and differential components 
of a PID controller based on operating points. This 
simple solution to the described problem is known 
as “gain scheduling” or “adaptive control”.

Control modules for APROL APC
4. Override control

Multiple controllers affect the same actuator when 
override control is involved. The controllers are 
wired so that only one controller is active at a time. 
A controller is given access to the actuator based 
on the current process state.

The decision as to which controller is active at a 
given time can be made either by comparing the 
two controllers’ control values (min/max selection 
of the manipulated variable) or by using definable 
threshold values related to the controlled variable 
or an external reference variable. In the event of an 
alternating criterion based on the manipulated 
variables of both controllers, the controller with 
the largest or smallest output signal will be given 
access to the actuator.

Override control is used in compacting systems, 
for example. These are primarily regulated based on 

capacity, with pressure also among the monitored 
values. Above a certain pressure, the performance 
control is separated from the pressure control, 
which also has an effect on the motor speed of the 
entire system.
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Control modules for APROL APC
5. Disturbance variable feed-forward

Disturbance variables measurable / Controlled 
system dynamics known
With disturbance variable compensation, a mea-
surable disturbance variable is used as the start-
ing point. It can be directly compensated using the 
known dynamics of the controlled system and feed 
forward control. The following general strategy ap-
plies in such cases: Control (open loop) as much as 
possible (i.e. as much as possible based on knowl-
edge of a process model), regulate (closed loop) as 
much as necessary (as a result of uncertainty re-
garding the model and/or disturbances that can-
not be measured).

Control modules for APROL APC
6. Cascade control

Primary controller / Secondary controller
Cascade control describes cases where multiple 
controllers are connected in series. Cascade con-
trol utilizes a master controller, which sends the 
manipulated variable as a setpoint to the down-
stream slave controllers. This type of connection 
results in nested control loops that are able to more 
quickly compensate for any disturbances that oc-
cur in the respective control loop. Here, the auxiliary 
controlled variable is assigned its own controller, 
which is referred to as the slave controller. The 
higher-level setpoint tracking controller passes on 
the reference variable to the subsequent controller.
 
Connecting control loops in series requires that 
the lower-level control loops feature successively 
higher dynamics. An example of this is the flow 
rate control with higher-level temperature regula-
tion or an MPC that acts as a master controller and 
supplies setpoints for secondary PID control loops.

With cascade control, it is important to ensure that 
the integral component of the setpoint tracking 
controller is immobilized when limiting the manipu-
lated variables of the subsequent controller. In ad-
dition, the adjustment range of the setpoint track-
ing controller must match the target variable of the 

subsequent controller. If the subsequent control-
ler is not in automatic operation (with an external 
setpoint), then the setpoint tracking controller 
must be tracked so the I component of the set-
point tracking controller does not reach saturation 
(windup). To ensure bumpless transfer later on, the 
control value of the setpoint tracking controller 
must be tracked with the setpoint of the subse-
quent controller at the time.

TT1 TIC1

TIC2

TT2

Product

Water
SP2

SP1
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Direct feed-forward is possible if the disturbance variable can 
be measured and the controlled system dynamics are known. 



Control modules for APROL APC
7. Ratio control

Open controller or closed control loop
Ratio controls are used to mix material flows at a 
defined ratio. There are various options for this 
since the setpoint for the secondary controller can 
be formed from the setpoint of the first controller 
or from its actual value. The former generally leads 
to the secondary controller performing more 
smoothly. In both cases, it is an open controller 
rather than a closed control loop.

Ratio

FIC1 FIC2

FT1 FT2

SP2SP1

Water Concentrate
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Pilot control through the ratio block is used to set 
a defined connection between process variables 
of a plant. The ratio block can also be used for di-
rect pilot control of a second control element (syn-

chronization control). The ratio control is used for 
all kinds of mixing control application, such as 
gas-air mixtures for combustion processes or neu-
tralization of acidic and alkaline solutions.

Primary 
controller

Secondary 
controller

Sub-
process 1

Sub-
process 2-

+
+ +

+
-

Controller 
block

Secondary 
processRatio block

Setpoint Control error Manipulated variable
Secondary
controlled variable

Primary controlled variable

Typical uses for
ratio control

<  All types of mixture control (e.g. gas and 
air mixtures in combustion processes or 
acid/alkaline neutralization)



Control modules for APROL APC
9. Smith predictor control for systems 
with dead time

Considerable dead times not controllable by PID
Dead time can be identified when the controlled 
variable does not initially react to a manipulated 
intervention. In processes with long dead time, a 
standard PI controller must be adjusted very slow-
ly; as a result, corresponding deductions must be 
made in control quality. This quality can be signifi-
cantly improved by means of what is known as the 
Smith predictor.

Model provides additional information
The Smith predictor refers to a controller structure 
that also draws on information delivered by a model 
of the system. The Smith predictor controller con-
figuration is suitable for processes with a high de-
gree of dead time. The additional information means 
the controller can be configured more aggressively, 
which in turn significantly increases the quality 
over a conventional controller configuration.

Predefined process models possible
The following process models are available for con-
figuring the dynamic process model: P, PT1, PTDT1, 
PT2, PTDT2, I, IT1, IPT2DT, PT3, DT1, dead time.

Systems with a high dead time are not easily mastered by PID 
controllers. Control quality can be considerably improved through 
the use of a Smith predictor, however.
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Model-based predictive control is based on an opti-
mization method that cyclically minimizes predicted 
control errors. Predicting control errors is backed up 
by the use of a model. To do so, pulse and/or step 
responses are saved in the control function block. 
The calculation is based on the assumption that the 
model is linear and time-invariant. Through the use 
of the dynamic model, the future course of the con-
trolled variables can be expressed as a function of 
future changes to the manipulated variables.

The minimum, future control error then results from 
a clearly determinable sequence of future changes 
to the manipulated variables. 

Constraints  /  Limitations included
While determining the solution, it is possible for 
constraints that affect the process such as ma-
nipulated variable limits of actuators, or other con-
straints, to be taken into consideration directly.

Configurable prediction horizon  /  Control horizon
The number of sampled values used to calculate 
the sum of the predicted quadratic control error 
can be configured with the prediction horizon. 
Only the first value is used to output the manipu-
lated variable before the optimization process re-
starts, taking the latest measured values into 
consideration.

Model predictive controller (MPC)
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Advantages of using MPC control systems

<  Easy to use in multi-variable systems. With global optimization and prioritization of 
the controlled variables, expensive decoupling networks are no longer necessary.

<  Manipulated variable and control variable constraints are taken into account directly 
in the algorithm. 
It is also possible to weight the manipulated variable dynamic individually.

<  Highly suitable for sections with a high degree of dead time (significantly greater than 
system time constants) or for processes with a step response that is initially in the “wrong” 
direction (“inverse response” behavior)

<  No separate design is necessary with disturbance variable feed forward as this is taken into 
account directly in the algorithm. With PID controllers, this is much more complicated.

<  There are business advantages from improved product quality or increased throughput 
resulting from the controller’s predictions or a mode of operation which can be more closely 
aligned to predefined control limits.
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APROL model predictive controller (MPC) performance list

<  Very short response times 
Very short response times between the process variables and controller since the 
controller’s algorithms are operated directly on the real-time hardware (controller). The 
process variable is updated with actual measurements in the millisecond range. 
 

<  Time can be saved during the commissioning  
 process through standardized faceplates, process  
 graphics and hardware combinations. 
< Simple configuration of the controller through 
 selectable standard process dynamics 
< There is the possibility of complete hardware-i-the- 
 loop simulation (HIL) on the controller/master com- 
 puter level using MATLAB Simulink code generation. 
< Possible to test various controller configurations or  
 pre-configurations in simulation
< Possible to train operating personnel on the model 

< SISO and MIMO control configurable as needed
<  Control of single-input single-output (SISO) systems as well as 

multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems with 10 controlled 
variable, 10 manipulated variable and 10 disturbance variables.

<   Suitable as standard either for stable processes or marginally stable 
processes with integrating behavior (e.g. fill level control).

<  With MIMO systems, there is also the possibility to combine 
characteristics (stable, critically stable or proportional, integral) in 
one controller configuration depending on the controlled variable.

< Integrated disturbance variable feed forward: 
  <     Up to 10 measurable disturbance inputs configurable directly 

      in the controller. 
<    If a disturbance variable process is known, future disturbances  
      can be taken into account directly in the algorithm (data from the 
        production/maintenance planning such as withdrawal plans). 
<    Possible to configure constraints for absolute manipulated 
       variables and manipulated variable changes as well as 
       soft constraints of the controlled variables as needed 
 <    Structural changes possible during routine normal operation 
       (update of process dynamics and reconfiguration)

The faceplate of the MPC controller also shows the current 
and future track of the disturbance variables.
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MPC functional principle
The following information assumes a system with 
one controlled variable, one manipulated variable 
and one disturbance input. The open loop con-
trolled variable, calculated according to the model, 
results from superimposing the effect of the ma-
nipulated variable on the controlled variable onto 
the effect of the disturbance variable on the con-
trolled variable.

Model  /  System deviations or unknown disturbances 
(at undefined places in the process) will cause the 
calculated controlled variable of the open loop to 
deviate from the measurement. This difference is 
taken into consideration by introducing an additive 
disturbance input to the model.

Optimizing and calculating the 
manipulated variables
The mathematical prediction of the future course 
of the controlled variable is a function of how the 
input variables have behaved in the system in the 
past as well as the future manipulated variables y.

Our goal is to keep the control error as minimal as 
possible while still honoring all constraints.

Only the first value of the optimum manipulated 
variable course is used
The optimal solution delivers a sequence of future 
changes to the manipulated variable. For the con-
trol loop, however, only the current, first part of the 
optimal solution is used as the manipulated variable.

e = x (y)–w

J =∫0      ({κ  {w–x}}2+{λ   ∆y)2) dt < minNxTs
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Simulation
of process
models

Various pre-prepared models are available to the 
user to describe dynamic models. Each block has 
its own faceplate that enables the user to use 
each respective dynamic block efficiently.

1. Differentiator (DT1)
This block implements the DT1 transfer function 
with gain factor Gain (K) and time constant Time-
Constant (T1).

2. First-order proportional component (PT1)
This block implements the PT1 transfer function 
with gain factor Gain (K) and time constant Time-
Constant (T1).

3. Lead lag component
The lead lag component consists of one DT1 com-
ponent and one PT1 component. It therefore con-
tains a parallel connection of the 3 characteristic 
types P, I and D.

4. Standard transfer function
The standard transfer function combines different 
transfer functions from the process automation. 
The nature of the transfer function can be select-
ed in a drop-down list and configured.

5. Configuring valve characteristics
The implemented functions enable the valve charac-
teristics to be configured or calibrated individually.
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The following filters are available to the user to 
suppress noise, dampen resonant frequencies in 
a universal filter block that can be configured on-
line, etc.

1. Low pass (LP)
A low-pass filter passes signals below the cutoff 
frequency without dampening them.

2. High-pass filter
A high-pass filter passes signals above the cutoff 
frequency undamped but dampens those below it.

3. Notch
A notch filter is similar to a first-order band-stop 
filter. It allows signals outside of a frequency band 
to pass and blocks frequencies that are within it.

4. BiQuad
The biquad filter has the designation of its transfer 
function which consists of two quadratic polyno-
mials, one in the numerator and one in the denom-
inator.

It is typically used as a compensation controller on 
controlled systems. One signal frequency can thus 
be amplified and the other attenuated.

5. Band-pass
A band-pass filter passes signals within a fre-
quency band undamped but dampens those out-
side of it. 

6. Band-stop filter
A band-stop filter is used to attenuate a specific 
frequency band. 

In contrast to the notch filter, the frequency band 
to be attenuated has a higher bandwidth. A band-
stop filter allows signals outside of a frequency 
band to pass through unaltered and blocks signals 
that are within it. 

7. Moving average
This function block generates the constantly up-
dated average value of its input from the values 
last in the view window and outputs it to the Out 
output.

The filter type can be changed online by modifying parameters.

The parameters are kept separate for each filter type.
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it is possible to base piecemeal linear functions on one- or two-dimensional base interpolation if needed.

Lookup 1D
<  This block outputs the input signal x to the y output after performing linear interpolation 

("f(x)" or "f-1(x)"). 

Lookup 2D
<  This block outputs the input signal lnX and lnY to the Out output after performing linear 

interpolation "f(x.y)".
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Coordinate interpolation



Manual mode ensures stable operation
Two-thirds of control loops are either poorly con-
figured or operated in “Manual” mode either tem-
porarily or permanently in order to ensure a stable 
control loop. Plant operators are not in a position 

to continuously monitor their assigned control 
loops, however. This can only be achieved with in-
tegrated process control system functionality. For 
this reason, APROL APC provides control perfor-
mance monitoring for control loops.

Creeping degradation
Monitoring control quality helps detect creeping 
degradations of control loop performance so that 
maintenance measures can be taken or control 
parameters optimized promptly. 

Statistical data identifies tendencies
The CPM01 control module in APROL APC provides 
various statistics that can be used to assess the 
quality of control loops. These figures are the basis 
for achieving the maximum possible increase in 
process control efficiency. APC solutions also de-
pend essentially on the quality of the underlying 
basic automation.

The basic idea is to prepare or present control loop 
relevant data. The identified statistics must be in-
terpreted by the user. The minimum variance index 
is thus determined by comparing the variance of 

Control performance monitoring
for control loops

A CPM block provides an extensive range of data for continu-
ously monitoring and assessing control quality. 
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the controlled variable of the controller being used 
with the variance which would occur through the 
use of a minimum variance controller. 

If there is noticeable drift in this MV index over a 
specific time period, this is an indicator that there 
has been a change to the controlled variable. The 
absolute value is not critical for the evaluation; the 
relative value or trend is relevant here.

The continuously calculated statistics for the 
CPM01 module include integral absolute error, in-
tegral squared error, standard deviation of the 

setpoint and control error, average value of the 
manipulated variable, standard deviation of the 
manipulated variable and the controlled variable, 
controlled variable setpoint crossings numerator 
and display of the process limit (manipulated vari-
able saturation).

Statistics calculated according to the state in-
clude the time slice during which the controller is 
operated in automatic mode (ServiceFactor), the 
system’s dead time, the minimum variance index 
and control performance indices (differences be-
tween optimal and current evaluation criteria), etc.

Controller Process

MTProcessCPM

-

Setpoint Control error Manipulated variable Controlled variable



Standard reports
simplify evaluation

Highlights

<  ChronoLog containers for all historical 
recordings

<  Data kept in separate containers in 
a powerful database

<  Possible to enable or disable 
authentication for each reporting type

< Possible to assign access rights

Highlights

<  Alarm reports enable the shared display 
and evaluation of all current and 
historical alarm data. This data can be 
analyzed, printed or, in the case of 
historical alarms, provided with comments.

Alarm Report 
Evaluating alarm data

APROL Reports
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Highlights

<  Publishing (export) in PDF, XLS, XLSX, 
XML, HTML, XHTML, CSV, DOC or ODT format 
for easy processing down the line

APROL Reports 
powered by Jaspersoft

Reporting software

Report design tool 
A user-friendly report design tool makes it easy to 
create, format and distribute reports for a standard 
browser or mobile devices using drag-and-drop.

Reports can be created with many different data 
sources, including MySQL, JDBC, XML and CSV. A 
metadata layer with data visualization functions 
for accessing multiple data sources ensures data 
security and simplifies the underlying structure for 
users without preexisting technical knowledge at 
the same time.

Interactive reports
Interactive reports with perfectly reproduced dia-
grams and tables can be created for print or online 
display in no time flat. A browser-based, interac-
tive display tool can be used for filtering and sort-
ing as well as changing column formats and saving 
data to the report repository.

In addition to a wide range of prepackaged APROL 
reports, there is also an integrated business intel-
ligence suite available from Jaspersoft. The inte-
grated Jaspersoft BI Enterprise Edition includes a 
BI server and offers control dashboards as well as 
self-service reports. Web-based tools allow users 
to create customized reports and display interac-
tive dashboards without any previous technical 
expertise.
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Mobile access

Interactive reports and dashboards can be dis-
played on native iPhone and Android apps. The 
touch-capable browser can also be used to create 
reports and analyze data on tablet devices.

Highlights

<  The necessary security for mobile and 
tablet devices is guaranteed by server- 
side authentication.
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Dashboard software

Dashboard software makes it possible for users to combine data and graphic indicators and group to-
gether important information. This allows multi-report dashboards to be created with both internal and 
external data.

Web-based dashboard design tool
A web-based design tool that supports drag-and-drop is available for creating dashboards from several 
components. Selected parameters facilitate even more interactive work and provide users with the flex-
ibility necessary to display and analyze data in the shortest possible time.



Analysis software

Self-service analytical solutions allow data to be queried easily and interactively to provide valuable 
information for making the right decisions.

The data integration software extracts, transforms 
and loads data from various relational and non-re-
lational databases to a data warehouse, where it 
is made available for reports and analyses. Ex-

Data integration software (separate license required)

traction, transformation and loading (ETL) of data 
with over 450 data connectors and native integra-
tion with ERP and CRM applications like SAP and 
SugarCRM.
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The trend system is one of the key components of a process control system. APROL’s powerful trend 
system combines an extremely fast database and an ingenious web-based query technology to fulfill the 
most demanding requirements.

State-of-the-art trend system

Extensive functionality all in one tool

< Integrated analysis functions
<  Convenient use of time offsets 

for analysis
< Trend curve as a reference curve
<  Multivariate analysis for determining 

the “golden batch”
< Configurable limit values
< Automatic scaling
<  Combined historical mode and online mode
< Forecast data

< Horizontal or vertical time axis
<  Single-zone diagram and 

multi-zone diagram
< X/Y diagram
<  Optimized display of access labels
<  Interactive scaling with the 

mouse and keyboard
< Markers
< Entering comments
< And much more

APROL Trends
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Joint display of continuous process data and event data

Highlights

<  The TrendViewer allows continuous process data (in 20 slots) and event data (alarms, 
notifications, switching operations, comments, etc.) to be displayed in one diagram.
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DisplayCenter with process 
graphics for interaction

The DisplayCenter is the central application for 
process control. In the process diagram, the op-
erator sees all current process states and can 
intervene interactively depending on his authori-

zation level. System overviews, subsystem over-
views, machine overviews and other display forms 
can be generated in APROL APC in order to main-
tain a clear view of all processes.

Highlights

< Easily created by placing dynamic graphic macros using drag-and-drop
<  Clicking on the graphic macros opens up the associated faceplate showing details 

of all available values from that particular measurement point
<  Associated trend curves and alarms can be displayed with an additional 

mouse click in the faceplate
< It is possible to build any type of hierarchy using an image tree
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Process graphics with dynamic graphic symbols 
for displaying measurement points
Graphic symbols for generating a control diagram 
using drag-and-drop are available for all advanced 
process control components. These components 
can be configured directly from the process 
graphic using a faceplate.

Process graphics with dynamic graphic macros for 
displaying measurement points
All measurement points are displayed; clicking on 
a measurement point opens the associated face-
plate.
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Customized training is available for the APROL APC 
solution. APROL basic training may be necessary 
depending on the level of prior knowledge.

Customized training
for APROL APC
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Seminar SEM890.3 is also suitable for Automation Studio users
Participation in the seminar is also possible for Automation Studio users since this software also contains 
all APC blocks. Participants can complete all of the configuration exercises on their own using the pre-
pared APROL configurations. Basic knowledge of APROL is only necessary for creating new configurations.

SEM830.4 APROL Process Control Training: Basic

< The basic knowledge necessary for getting started.
< Length of training: 4 days 

< Overview of the APROL process control system
< Overview of all APROL components
< Using standard system components and libraries
< User management for clearly organized project engineering
< Implementing an operator management system for the operating environment
< Creating a complete project with hardware, software and visualization
< Operating all of the web queries included in APROL
<  Functions that support validation such as Version Management, Audit Trail, 

Change Control, etc.

SEM890.3 APROL Solutions Training - Advanced Process Control

<  Provides basic and advanced knowledge of Advanced Process Control
< Length of training: 3 days
< Target group: ICA technicians and engineers

<  Thematic block 1 (days 1 and 2) 
Deals with all APC components, including an introduction to MPC blocks

< Thematic block 2 (day 3) 
 In-depth training in the MPC 1x1x1 and MPC 10x10x10 blocks

<  All APC blocks from the Process Automation Library (PAL) are covered. In addition to imparting 
the theoretical fundamentals, there is also a focus on practical applications with examples. 
All components are placed on CFC plans and connected. 

<  The following blocks are part of the training: PID/PI²D controller, autotuning, split range 
control, PID gain scheduling, override control, disturbance variable feed forward, cascade 
control, ratio dependent pilot signal, processes with high dead time (Smith predictor), 
model predictive control (MPC), control performance monitoring (CPM), simulation of process 
models, filters (MTFilter), base “Lookup Table” interpolation (MTLookUp)



Scalability  /  Licensing
of APROL APC

In order to implement a cost-effective solution, licensing must be tailored to individual requirements. 
The APROL APC standard package therefore includes the following system software (APROL licenses):

APROL ADDON-
OPERATOR

via Net-1 User

APROL ADDON- 
SQL server 

access

APROL license set – OEM 
Runtime/Operator/

Engineering

Process Automation 
Library

(PAL-APC)/CNTRL APROL NEW GV 
license runtime 

50 GVs

APROL I/O 
license runtime 

50 I/Os

AS Single
License edition 

APROL
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AP:OEM-ROEX-APC APROL APC standalone solution

  Contains preinstalled system software (as listed under “Scalability/Licensing of APROL APC”) 
and hardware (APC910 with accessories and controller and no I/O modules) as well as all 
required license keys (operating system, APROL, etc.).

< 1x “APROL APC standalone solution” licensing package 
 includes all items listed under “APROL APC Standard Package” 

< 1x APC910 with preinstalled APROL APC system software 
  System unit with 2 slots (1x PCI / 1x PCIx 4-slot), Intel Core i7 2.3 GHz, 16 GB RAM, 

SSD hard drive, USB mouse, USB keyboard with English layout 

< 1x X20CP3586 controller 
 - X20 CPU ATOM, 1.6 GHz, PLK V1/V2, 3x IF, 1024 MB CompactFlash

Additional licenses for extending the AP:OEM-ROEX APC package:

< 1x AP.LIB-APC-CNT-NEW  PAL Edition APC (PAL-APC)/CNTRL 
 required if an additional controller is to be used

< 1x AP.SW1-XXXXIO-NEW  APROL I/O license – Runtime (XXXX= 0050... 20000 I/O points) 
 Required if more than 50 I/O signals from I/O modules are needed in a project 

< 1x AP.SW1-XXXXGV-NEW  APROL NEW GV license – Runtime (XXXX= 0050... 20000 GVs) 
 Required if more than 50 fieldbus-based I/O signals are needed in a project

Additional licenses for the extension of MPC 1x1x1 to MPC 10x10x10:

< 1x  AP.LIB-05X-CNT-NEW  PAL Edition APX (PAL-05X)/CNTRL 
 Required if a MIMO system with up to 5 values is to be used 

< 1x AP.LIB-25X-CNT-NEW  PAL Edition APX (PAL-25X)/CNTRL 
 Required if a MIMO system with up to 25 values is to be used
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